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Abstract

Work�ows management systems support the de�nition and
execution of business processes� While business process
reeingeneering tools use time information to simulate and
optimize processes� the management of time is hardly sup�
ported in work�ow systems� We introduce a concept for time
management for work�ow systems� It consists of calculat�
ing internal deadlines for all activities within a work�ow�
checking time constraints and monitoring time at run�time�
For the calculation of internal deadlines we extend the net�
diagram technique PERT to support the structures usually
found in work�ows� At run�time this time information is
used to pro�acticely avoid time errors and reactively resolve
time failures� The concept has been implemented in our
prototype work�ow management system Panta Rhei�

� Introduction

The main purpose of work�ow management system is to
support the modeling and execution of business processes�
Although most work�ow management systems ��GHS���
Law�	
� o�er sophisticated modeling tools to specify and an�
alyze work�ows� they are insucient in the handling of time
issues �Poz��� JZ��
� But time is important for the man�
agement of processes and hence an integral part of business
process modeling tools� Within these tools� time informa�
tion mainly is used for simulation aims and to provide sta�
tistical data about durations� bottlenecks� etc� of business
processes� Within work�ow management time information
primarily is important to manage the execution of work�
�ows� to produce optimized execution plans and to avoid
time failures�

Another aspect of explicit discussion of time is that the
work�ow designer has to deal not only with the structural
aspects of the process design �for example� allowed sequences
of execution chains� potential concurrent activities� normal
and exceptional execution of activities� questions concerning
the organization� � � � �� but also considers chronologically rel�
evant elements�

Commercial work�ow systems typically track whether
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deadlines or due dates are met ��Sch��
�� but they are not
trying to manage the situation before an error arises nor do
they o�er automated correction services� For process cen�
tered organizations the management of time is essential for
the management of the processes themselves� Therefore� a
work�ow management system should be able to optimize the
execution of business processes� to react on time failures ad�
equately and to provide the process manager with the nec�
essary information about processes� their time restrictions
and their actual time requirements�

This paper is organized as follow� Section � gives a brief
overview of related work within this area� In section � struc�
tural time aspects are de�ned and discussed� Section �
presents a technique from operations research to integrate
time into work�ow management systems� This method is ex�
tended in order to meet typical work�ow requirements� In
section � the advantages of introducing time into work�ow
management systems is presented� Section � o�ers a short
insight into the implementation of time concepts within a
prototypical work�ow management system and section 	
concludes this paper�

� Related work

At present there are very few research activities concerning
work�ow and time� Of course� most commercial systems
do have some limited abilities to handle time� For exam�
ple� they allow the assignment of time duration or deadlines
to activities and at runtime the system monitors these con�
straints� But as far as we know there is no system which
supports optimization of processes as well as prediction and
avoidance of failures based on time� In �JZ��
 an ontology of
time is developed for identifying time structures in work�ow
management systems� They propose the usage of an Event
Condition Action �ECA�� model of an active database man�
agement system �DBMS� to represent time aspects within
a work�ow environment� Additionally� they discuss special
scheduling aspects and basic failures with respect to time�

Temporal databases �Sno��
 seem to be predestinated as
a basic technology to manage the enactment of work�ow in�
stances� But they are not suitable for the explicit treatment
of time at the level of work�ows � in particular the modeling
of time constraints and the time based scheduling� However�
the underlying time calculus of temporal databases can be
a solid basis for time based work�ow management systems�

A promising formalism to model time information within
the work�ow context could be the area of temporal logics
�Gal�	
� But a �rst look onto this �eld led to our opinion
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that temporal logics are too restrictive � above all they do
not o�er adequate means to describe time quantities�

� Structural time aspects

A work�ow is the computational representation of busi�
ness processes and can contain recursively other work�ows�
Work�ows are de�ned by logical control structures� such as
sequences� alternatives� loops� or choices� The basic element
of every work�ow is an activity� which represents an indivis�
ible element of work�

Time issues can be expressed by time points� duration
and intervals� In this context it is important to state� that
the work�ow designer must have the possibility to express
user de�ned time metrics� i�e� for example to specify that a
working day consists of � hours and must not be Saturday�
Sunday or of course a holiday� Work days build working
weeks and so on� This real calendar time metrics near to
the universe of discourse must be considered during work�ow
scheduling and mapped to the internal time scale�

Time points and intervals can be assigned to activities
and processes� After assigning a duration to every activity�
we can determine the overall execution time of the whole
process by �nding the longest path through the work�ow
speci�cation� This execution path is also called critical path�
because it determines the amount of time� which is con�
sumed by running the whole process� Every delay of any
activity on the critical path causes also a delay of the overall
work�ow� All work�ow structures do have a critical path�
The trivial case is a sequential process� consisting only of
one path � the critical path � whereas complex structures�
containing concurrency or alternatives� do have other non�
critical paths also�

Structural time dependencies are calculated from the
structure of the work�ow and the available time informa�
tion� We call them structural because they only depend on
the structure of a process and the duration times of each ac�
tivity� In contrast to structural dependencies external ones
are structural independent like de�ned deadlines �depend�
ing on a real calendar and not on the sequence of activities�
of minimal or maximal duration times of activities� In this
paper we only focus on structural time dependencies� Ev�
ery start and end time of an activity is determined by the
position of the activity within the work�ow structure� A
work�ow element� residing at the critical path� has no slack
time� but very narrowly de�ned start and end intervals� Ev�
ery delay of such an activity is directly in�uencing the whole
process duration� In contrast to this� an activity not resid�
ing at the critical path has more bu�er time left� because its
execution time does not immediately a�ect the execution
time of the entire process� Only if the whole bu�er time
is consumed� this activity� with all its successors is getting
critical�

Figure � shows a simple work�ow speci�cation� Activi�
ties are denoted by boxes� The name of each activity is a
bold letter� �gures in the lower right corner indicate their
expected average execution time�

This example de�nes a work�ow� beginning with an ac�
tivity A with an estimated duration time of one time unit�
The successor activities B and E are and�connected parallel
activities which are executed concurrently� After comple�
tion of B� the activity C can be started� etc� But only if
both activities D and F are �nished� the last activity G is
allowed to execute� The total execution time of the process
is calculated by the maximum sum of all duration periods
of all execution paths� The length of the critical path along
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Figure �� Simple work�ow

the activities A� E F� and G is �� time units� For all activ�
ities residing at the other paths� there is a common bu�er
of � time units� which can be consumed without delaying
the minimum execution time of the work�ow� Only if this
amount is consumed� all other activities get critical�

In other words� there is a an structural time dependency
determining the execution time of every activity� The upper
bound for this time is �xed by the longest path through the
process� which is also the shortest possible execution time
for the process�

A speci�c problem appears if work�ow activities can be
executed alternatively� Every alternative in the work�ow
structure generates a new set of possible execution paths
for an instanced process� But every possible execution path
represents a certain specialized work�ow de�nition with its
own critical path� but di�erent values� As� it is not ecient
to keep track of all values� which are generated by comput�
ing all alternative branches of the work�ow� we restrict our
examinations to the best and worst case� Because we want
to determine the shortest possible execution time of a work�
�ow this is a legitimized limitation� Following values are
calculated�

�� The minimum duration of the work�ow� which is cal�
culated as if for all alternatives the shortest possible
path is chosen� and

�� the maximum duration of the work�ow� This is the
result of the assumption� that in every decision node
the longest path is executed�

All this information can be generated automatically� if
the work�ow process designer provides the system with cor�
rect duration times for each activity�

� Integration of structural time aspects into work�
�ow management

��� An overview of PERT

From the area of operations research �GKP��� Phi��� EvF		

or production informatics �Gal��� DJOR��
 several tech�
niques are known to calculate and optimize parameters of
process resources� By analyzing these techniques we have
found several similarities between work�ow modeling and
execution on one side and project planning methods on the
other side�

In our work we use a method of net optimization� PERT
�Program Evaluation and Review Technique�� to take the in�
formation� obtained by the work�ow de�nition and calculate
bu�er times for every activity� There are many advantages
in using this algorithm�

� As the PERT method is widely used in project man�
agement and� in a broader sense� you can look at
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a business processes also as a project� you can take
PERT to model this kind of structure�

The main di�erence between project plans and work�
�ow modeling is the number of instances� generated at
execution time� In most cases projects do have only
one object at run time� whereas work�ows usually are
instantiated many times� The modeling aspect is not
concerned about that� but at run time it is much more
dicult to determine di�erences between run time val�
ues and plan values�

� Time dependencies between parts of the work�ow can
be visualized immediately� You can identify some
types of restriction just by looking at the diagram and
important aspects are localized in a simple manner�

� Net diagrams are �exible and understandable� Adap�
tion can be made easily and they are traceable for
every one�

� The accordance between work�ow description lan�
guages �WDLs� and PERT allows the transformation
from one concept to another without great e�ort� It is
also simple to interpret the values of the net diagram
in terms of the work�ow description �Poz��
�

A PERT net diagram is a DAG �directed acyclic graph�
with nodes i and directed edges �i� i��� Nodes represent end
or begin states of activities� In the following� the notions
begin and end are also called states� Every state s can be
entered at Es soonest and at Ls at the latest� Activities are
represented by the edges between two states i and j with a
duration time d�i� j� assigned to them�

To ease the activity of correct estimating duration times�
the designer must de�ne three time values for every activ�
ity� The minimum period a de�nes the lower bound of the
corresponding activity� although this execution duration is
considers as very unlikely to happen� The maximum value
b is the longest duration time the activity can consume and
at last� the median m stands for most often needed duration
time� These three values a� b� and m are input parameters
for calculating the ��distribution by applying the equitation

� � a��m�b
�

and �� �
�
b�a
�

��
� This type of propabilitity

distribution is assigned only for one reason� to simplify the
calculation of the expectation � and variance ��� These pa�
rameters are used from now on under the assumption of a
normal distribution of the duration time of activities� But�
for the sake of clearness� in this paper we only investigate
net diagrams with one value estimated� The variance is used
in the implementation but not important for presenting the
concepts�

Every net diagram has only one begin state and only one
end state� but this means no restriction to the general case�
because every process has a de�ned start and end to which
a state can be associated�

In addition� dotted arcs in PERT diagrams represent
dummy activities� used to synchronize di�erent states�

Calculation of all values of the net is done in two phases�
First� you have to forward calculate the values E of every
state s� Starting with the value � of the �rst state of the
diagram� every value Ej of a state j is determined by adding
Ei of predecessor i to the duration d�i� j� of activity �i� j��
If there are two or more predecessors� the maximum value
is chosen� After applying this calculation to every state� the
duration of the whole work�ow is determined by the value
of the last state�

The next phase is the backward calculation of the latest
allowed values Li for every state� Starting at the last state
every value Li of a state i is the di�erence of Lj � d�i� j��
if j is the predecessor state of i� If there are more than one
predecessor states� the minimum value is selected for Li�

For detailed information how to generate and calculate
net diagrams� refer to e� g� �Phi��� EvF		
�

��� An extension to PERT

Several concepts needed to represent work�ows are not cov�
ered by the �classical� PERT�diagram� One of the most
important is the notion of alternative execution paths a pro�
cess can take� There is no way to model this by the means
of a net diagram� but to design a separate plan for each
possible execution path� Because of the complexity of an
average work�ow structure and� as a consequence� the ex�
ploding number of separate net diagrams� this is in general
not acceptable� Therefore� and� in addition� to allow the
transformation of further control structures� like iteration
or choices� a new syntactical element is introduced directly
to the syntax of PERT� the alternative �Poz��
� From now
on� we call net diagrams with alternatives extended PERT�
for short ePERT�

Alternative paths in ePERT are indicated by an arc�
spanning the arrows which represents the successing activi�
ties� As it is not a�ordable to remember all paths through
the net� four values are stored for earliest and latest occur�
rence in the best and worst case of the execution� You can
see the graphical representation of the new state type in
�gure ��
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Figure �� Extended ePERT node type

�� Ebc
s �earliest best case of state s� is the earliest point

in time of the occurrence of state s� if s is part of the
shortest execution path of the process�

�� Lbc
s �latest best case of state s� is the latest possible

occurrence of state s to ensure minimal execution time�

�� Ewc
s �earliest worst case of state s� denotes the earli�

est moment in time of a state s which resides on the
longest critical path�

�� Lwc
s �latest worst case of state s� is the latest

allowed occurrence of state s� If a state enters at
this speci�ed time� the de�ned execution time of the
whole work�ow can be guaranteed only� if from now
on the shortest path is chosen� If it is not possible to
enter this state on time the whole process is late�

The state invariant

�Ebc
s � L

bc
s � � �Ebc

s � E
wc
s � � �Ebc

s � L
wc
s � � �Ewc

s � L
wc
s �
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must hold for all values of an state S� to re�ect the semantics
of the best and worst case path� First of all� the condition of
the formula has to be considered in the phase of backward
calculation when synchronization is performed to consider
the e�ects of di�erent paths�

The interpretation of this kind of net diagram must
be distinguished from the meaning of a standard PERT�
diagram� ePERT values are the accumulation of all possible
execution paths� Only the shortest and longest execution
paths are tracked� all others are included in the interval be�
tween Es and Ls� Also the rules for computing the E� and
L�values change� According to the classical PERT method
the calculation of the values of every state happens in two
steps� forward and backward computation� See table � for
the adapted calculation instructions for E and L values in
cases of begin�end of sequences� alternative and concurrent
rami�cations� The following example is explaining this in
more detail�

Example � Alternative process execution
In this example a work�ow with seven activities is
structured as shown in the ePERT�diagram of �g�
ure �� Note that after the end of activity B the
scheduler or the user has the opportunity to choose
between successor D or E� which depends on values
obtained by the activity B� Also in the state after
this rami�cation there exists the choice to select
between activities F and G�
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Figure �� An ePERT of a work�ow with alternatives
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After applying the calculation instructions of table � the
shortest and longest possible execution time for this work�
�ow is determined ��gure ��� The instructions are applied
as follows� During the forward calculation the values E
of the end of control structures are the point we want to
regard� If the current state j is end of e� g� an alterna�
tive� the best case value Ebc

j is the result of the duration of
the shortest of all paths from begin to the current node j�
Ej � min�fE� � d��� j�g�� where � is one of the direct pre�
decessors of j� In contrast to the best case� the worst case
must be the longest path from start to the current state�
hence� Ewc

j is determined by the maximum of all incoming
paths� Ej � max�fE� � d��� j�g�� To calculate all other E
values you have to determine the correct end type of the
structure and �nd the dedicated instruction�

To determine the latest possible values L during the
phase of backward calculation� the second part of table � has
to be considered� Now you have to pay attention to every
start of a control structure� The instructions must be fol�
lowed in the same way� e� g� if the current state i is start of a
concurrent rami�cations� in the best case you determine the
value Lbc

i as minimum of all outgoing paths from the current
state to the end of the process� Li � min�fL� � d�i� ��g��
The variable � stands for a successor state of i which all
must be investigated� The other cases can be found in the
same way by determining the type of the start of the struc�
ture and applying the instruction for the best and the worst
case�

The shortest critical path of the diagram of length � is
the lower bound for the execution time of this work�ow� if
at all decision points the shortest process path is chosen�
There are two interesting aspects� we want to stress�

�� The process is also allowed to e� g� start at a �relative�
date of �� without delaying the whole process� But in
this case not all alternatives are still valid with respect
to the deadline� This is the direct consequence of the
fact that all the available slack time for the work�ow
is consumed already at start up time� Therefore� to
meet the given deadline� from now on only the short�
est path must be executed� Generally� the time value
Lwc
s of every state s determines the point in time in

which the whole estimated execution time can hold� if
from now on the shortest path is chosen� The nearer
the current time� the more restricted is the choice of
possible paths� A following activity �i� j� with the as�
sumed duration d is allowed to start at time t only�
if Lwc

j � t � d�i� j� holds� If this condition does not
hold� a di�erent activity as successor of �i� j� must be
selected� if possible� This is allowed� if the following
activity is the beginning of a choice control structure
or an alternative control structure�

�� Another important fact is the need for best case syn�
chronization in the phase of reverse calculating� If the
current state i is start of a sequence immediately be�
fore the end of an alternative control structure �look
at states � and � in �gure ��� it must be checked if a
synchronization should be performed� This is the case
if the state invariant �refer to page �� do not hold for
this state i� Such states are not on the minimal criti�
cal path� If it is so� Li must be set to Ei� because the
latest allowed entry time of i can not be earlier than
the earliest allowed entry time� If the invariant holds�
L is simply the di�erence between the entry value of
the successor state j and the duration between i and
j�

This new planning technique allows a more general treat�
ment of work�ows� Control structures like if s� loops and
choices of an work�ow description language can be correctly
mapped into a net diagram for the purpose of integrating
structural time dependencies�

After building the ePERT�net from the time and struc�
ture data of the work�ow description the scheduler can use
this information at run time to generate correct schedules
with respect to speci�ed duration times� In comparing the
actual time to the prescribed values E or L� the system can
now identify delayed instances of a work�ow timely and at
every state� The enactment service of the work�ow engine is
in a position to trigger reactions before incorrect situations
arise�
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Forward bc wc

sequence Ej � Ei � d�i� j� Ej � Ei � d�i� j�
concurrency Ej � max�fE� � d��� j�g� Ej � max�fE� � d��� j�g�
alternative Ej � min�fE� � d��� j�g� Ej � max�fE� � d��� j�g�

Annotation
concurrency � predecessors � of j
alternative � predecessors � of j

Reverse bc wc

sequence Li �

�
Lj � d�i� j�� if Lj � d�i� j� � Ei � �

Ei� else
Li � Lj � d�i� j�

concurrency Li � min�fL� � d�i� ��g� Li � min�fL� � d�i� ��g�
alternative Li � min�fL� � d�i� ��g� Li � max�fL� � d�i� � �g�

Annotation

sequence L��

i � L��

j � d�i� j��
�

concurrency � successors � of i
alternative � successors � of i

Table �� Calculation instructions for ePERT

� Usage of time information

The advantages obtained by introducing time into work�
�ow management systems comprise two levels� the work�ow
modeling level and the work�ow execution level�

��� Usage of time at modeling time

An important purpose to introduce time aspects into work�
�ow managing systems is to ease the mapping of business
process models into work�ow management systems� As al�
ready mentioned� business process models deal with time
information� If the work�ow management system is capable
to handle time information� the e�ort to rework previous
made results is minimized� A further reason is to invite
the work�ow designer to use the potential to optimize the
process structure with respect to time as early as possible�
If he has to deal with explicit duration times of activities
he has available very soon the parameters for optimization�
Another important aspect is the early prevention of time in�
consistencies� At compile time the system is able to identify
static time failures and to inform the work�ow designer of
this fact� E�g� the minimum execution duration of all activi�
ties on the critical path is longer than the speci�ed duration
of the whole process�

��� Usage of time at runtime

The main advantage of introducing time into work�ow mod�
eling is the possibility to avoid time failures at run time and
to use time information for optimizing work�ow executions�
The primary goal is to perform work�ows e�ectively and
eciently under the restriction of scarce resources and the
avoidance of time failures� Structural time failures lead to
a violation of the overall process duration� According to
our model� this happens� if the latest worst case of state s
within any activity is violated� A violation �a delay� can
be identi�ed if the current time is greater than Lwc

s � �
�under the assumption� that Lwc

s is already transformed to
calendar based values�� Some reasons for the violation of
structural dependencies are� the agent needs more time to
execute an activity as normal� an activity is not executed
because the responsible agent is absent� a system failure oc�
curred and hence the activity cannot be performed because
the machine is down and so on�

To achieve the previous mentioned goals� the work�ow
scheduler must be extended by pro�active and re�active fea�
tures�

����� Pro�active scheduling

Pro�active scheduling means to avoid time failures by select�
ing the optimal path through a work�ow represented by an
ePERT net� The time managing component of the work�
�ow scheduler is in charge of examining all time values and
time related rules speci�ed by the work�ow designer� link�
ing them to run time instances of activities and calculating
their absolute real time values� As soon as a time problem
is foreseeable� the scheduler can react in several ways�

� Routing� At any decision point within the work�ow
the scheduler computes which of the possible paths
lead to a time violation� Based on this information
only such alternative paths are executed or o�ered to
the work�ow agent which are still on time�

� Reassignment of activities� If a system failure occurs
then in some cases �e�g� a disconnected client node�
the scheduler can bypass the failure by assigning the
activity to an other user who is not concerned by the
failure�

� Non�assignment of uncritical activities� If there is
much bu�er time left� the scheduler has the opportu�
nity to defer the ongoing of a work�ow in order to
free resources �humans� information systems� which
are needed for time critical activities�

� Skipping non vital activities� If there are speci�ed non
vital activities �EL��
 within a work�ow then these
activities can be skipped in order to make up for lost
time�

� Changing the priority of activities� The priority level
of a delayed work�ow can be increased in order to en�
able faster execution� Following this idea� the sched�
uler can be extended to generate dynamic priorities
for activity execution depending on time restrictions�
This approach is similar to aging algorithms known in
the �eld of operating systems�

�
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Figure �� Complete ePERT�Diagram

Priority information can be passed on to the user
through certain attributes of worklist items� So the
user is able to arrange his work in accordance with
overall requirements�

����� Re�active scheduling

After a time failure is detected� similar to other failures
��EL��
� some kind of reaction is necessary� We propose
several reactions which are de�ned by the work�ow designer
during modeling time and used by a re�active scheduler at
run time� Additionally� scheduling decisions may be based
on human information at run time�

� ignore� The failure is ignored and work�ow execution
is continued� Of course� the failure is recorded and can
later be used for analyzing processes�

� warning� The process manager and�or the responsible
work�ow agent is informed of the time failure� With an
intelligent warning mechanism several warning levels
can be realized �e�g� if a special activity is not executed
immediately or within the next n time units then a
time failure will occur��

� recovery� Particularly for highly automated processes
�production work�ows �GHS��
� the system should be
able to react on time failures without any intervention
of humans� To enable a failure�tolerant work�ow ex�
ecution the integration of transactional concepts into
work�ow modeling and execution is necessary �refer to
�EL��� EL�	� AAA���� KS��
� Necessary extensions
are compensation activities �activities which �undo�
the e�ects of already executed activities�� alternative
execution paths and so on� Based on these extensions
possible reactions on a time failure are to ignore the
failure� to skip future activities which are less impor�
tant for the overall work�ow in order to make�up�for

time� or to go some steps back in the work�ow execu�
tion and to continue forward execution on an alterna�
tive� �shorter� path�

� time activity� A special activity is assigned to a work�
�ow agent in order to inform him of the time failure
and to support him with additional information con�
cerning the time failure and necessary reactions�

� cancel� The work�ow is cancelled because the intended
goal of the business process cannot be reached any
longer�

����� Work�ow controlling

One other important advantage of the usage of time aware
work�ow management system is the instant access to all
state information of running processes� This opens many
interesting aspects�

Activities and work�ows which might run late can be
identi�ed immediately by observing the expectancy and
standard derivation of every activity and compare it to the
current run time value� Every late activity can be easily
identi�ed� Hot spots and bottle necks can be located with�
out additional expense and in doing so� a �rst step towards
process controlling is made�

Not only the current state of the work�ow management
system should be considered� but also past values must be
studied to get full advantage of the technology� Further
process optimization can be achieved easily by investigating
the statistical material computed from the audit data �refer
to the interface � description of the Work�ow Management
Coalition ��Hol��
�� As a further advantage� probabilistic
statements of the behavior of work�ows can be issued� So
questions like the following can be answered�

� What is the probability of the delay of a certain work�
�ow�

�



� How likely is the change of an uncritical activity to a
critical one�

In particular the log of work�ow execution can be used
to improve the time estimates of the work�ow designer� By
analyzing execution paths� execution times and time failures
the original work�ow speci�cations can be adapted to new
requirements�

� Implementation of time concepts in Panta Rhei

Panta Rhei is a prototypical work�ow management system�
implemented at the Department of Informatics� University
of Klagenfurt �EGL�	
� The basic concepts of the system
are�

� All process information is mapped to the data space�
Process schema as well as process instance data are
stored in the database� Thus processes can be manip�
ulated as data which o�ers enormous �exibility�

� Case data and process data are represented in a uni�
form way� The form metaphor is used for representing
data� From a programming point of view a form is
a data type� From an implementation perspective� a
form is a view on the database�

� Processes are de�ned in a highly generic W ork�ow
De�nition Language �WDL� with the usual control
structures� The only variables in this language are
of type form� such that all data used in processes is
stored in the database�

� All concepts are �rst class citizens in the work�ow lan�
guage� Agents� forms� activities and even process de��
nitions and control structures can be taken from form
items�

Besides these basic concepts there are several other im�
portant features�

The system o�ers several possibilities in order to guaran�
tee a consistent and reliable execution of business processes�
i�e� the handling of failures and exceptions� The advanced
transaction system of Panta Rhei tries to automate the re�
covery from failures and exceptions as much as possible� The
transaction system is both� a runtime feature and a build
time feature� As build�time feature it o�ers additional pos�
sibilities for a work�ow designer to specify valid processes�
The work�ow schema can be enriched by additional infor�
mation which is used in case of an exceptional situation� As
runtime feature it �automatically� recovers from �semanti�
cal� failures� compensates activities and triggers alternative
executions�

Another important feature of Panta Rhei is its open ar�
chitecture�The interface of a user to the system is completely
integrated in a web browser� This makes the system open
such that anybody with access to the WWW can partici�
pate in a work�ow� This feature is important� if one realizes
that work�ows are frequently started as a reaction to some
request from outside of an organization �e�g� an order is re�
ceived�� Second� the communication between the work�ow
system and other systems is realized through the exchange
of forms� Panta Rhei does not make any assumptions on
client applications and remote systems but that they are
able to receive forms and return or send forms� All process
speci�c information is represented in forms� So there is no
need for complex suite of APIs to make work�ow systems
collaborate�

The concepts of time are included into Panta Rhei in the
following manner�

� By compiling the work�ow description language� a
meta structure is generated automatically� which con�
tains a consistent ePERT diagram� This is checked
against de�ned external time constraints and is used
by the scheduler�

� For each activity type the designer must specify a pos�
sible reaction in case of a time failure and three values�

at is the shortest allowed duration time of activity t�

bt is the longest estimated duration time for activity
t�

mt is the most often occurring value for the duration
of t�

The following syntax diagram is part of the WDL of
Panta Rhei and describes the structure of an activity
�task��

�TaskDefinition���� �TaskHead��TaskDecl�
�TaskHead� ��� task �Name���ArgList��
�TaskDecl� ��� �desc �String��

�postcondition �String��
�procudure �String��
�TimeEstimation� ���

�TimeEstimation� ��� minduration �DurationTime�
avgduration �DurationTime�
maxduration �DurationTime�

�DurationTime� ��� �Number� �minutes	hours	days�

� Within every process de�nition a reaction is de�ned�
to specify the behavior of the process in case of time
errors�

� For every iteration� there are three speci�cation possi�
bilities�

�� The average iteration number has to be de�ned�

�� Estimates for the minimum� maximum and aver�
age number of iterations are speci�ed� With this
three values the average duration times of every
activity within the iteration control structure can
be calculated�

�� The average duration for the loop is de�ned�
Here� the work�ow designer has also to estimate
three values� min� max� and average time for best
calculation results�

A process described in Panta Rhei looks like the following
example�

Example � Work�ow speci�ed in Panta Rhei
An insurance o�er must be signed by the customer�
If there is no signature on the o�er� the custumer
is asked repeatedly to do so� Experiences show�
that there are no more requests for this activity af�
ter two trials� either because the customer signed
the contract or he never wanted so� This fact is
re�ected by the iteration speci�cation within the
loop� All these speci�cations are compiled directly
to an ePERT diagramm and are used to determine
the overall process duration� Hence� a precondition
is the duration speci�cation for the task requestSig�
nature�

	



TASK requestSig�of INOUT offerType�
MINDURATION � HOURS
AVGDURATION � DAYS
MAXDURATION � DAYS
���

PROCESS insurance�offer INOUT offerType�
DESCR �A clipped process to administrate

an insurance offering��
SUBJ IS offer�subject�

���
REACTION WARNING�

BEGIN
WHILE offer�signature �� �� DO

	minit 
� avgit 
� maxit ��
officialInCharge requestSig �offer��

END�
���

END� �

All this information entered at the design phase with
the help of WDL is used to compile an ePERT�de�nition
from the work�ow speci�cation� The resulting diagram is
a pattern for each instance of this work�ow structure� The
work�ow enactment service can easily check the status of
every running process and issues error indicators if a condi�
tion is not met� The scheduler uses this data to dynamically
generate priorities for each work�ow instance�

	 Conclusion

We presented a concept for the treatment of some time is�
sues in work�ow management systems� A technique from
operations research was extended to accommodate the struc�
tures typically found in work�ow systems� This concept was
included into our prototype work�ow management system
Panta Rhei� Our approach of integrating time into work�
�ow management systems o�ers several advantages� First
of all� the mapping of business process models into work�ow
management systems is simpli�ed since we are now able to
handle time information� Second� already at modeling time
inconsistent time speci�cations can be identi�ed and param�
eters for process optimization are available� At run time� a
pro�active and re�active scheduler is able to �nd optimal
work�ow executions in terms of time and resources and� in
particular to avoid time failures� The concept so contributes
to the management of processes and resources in work�ow
management systems�
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